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Aubrey Silver(12/06/91)
 
im a vampire and im sure my poetry will show it. i do drink blood but most of the
holly wood things are false so dont beafraid to ask me what its like to be a
vampire. i have a girl friend and a job so i cant be on all the time.
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A Day In The Night?
 
the night and the day are both twin sisters
both are exact twins but both stand for 2 things
in ones hand she holds the sun
in the others hands she holds the moon
the twins are both kind and wise
the twins are both sisters in her mind and soul
but what happens when they choose to rise and walk at the same time?
the sun and the moon meet each other once a year
the sun and the moon met twice this year
the two greated and made a new breed
they made the breed that chould govern the night in a way they both cant
they created a new person who flew through the sky
he had long blond hair and golden eyes
apon his left arm he bares the celtic cresent moon
apon his right arm he bares the same celtic sun
and under his left eye he has a small mark of the twins.
this mark is a doubled five pointed star one is right side up
the other was upside down it was his personal star.
he was the first of his kind
he was the first of the silver line.
his name was calm silver.
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A Fallen Angles War
 
he fell and hit the ground his white wings shredded and torn
 hed been cast as a traitor
hed been sent as a fallen
 he looks at the moon and the syth in his hands
he knew what he must now do. twas time for him to move
 he was now the one to strike for when they cast him
they gave him promission to go ahead and start the war.
 he had been called on now
what the didnt know.
 was he had been keeping score
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A Goddess She Must Be
 
skin like ivory
  a goddess she must be
slender fingers unadorned simple simplicity
  a single tear when did it fall?
could this goddess be mortal after all?
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A Mother Of Mine But A Strange To My Family
 
skin the color of a soft plump peach
 deep and dark brown eyes that hold volumes of knowlidge
she is loving at all times and strict when need be
 she knows her limits and always takes account the limits of others
she is always there when you need her
 she walks this shadow filled vally of odd life
she has seen much and learned all
 she is kind and careing she is loved by all
she may have fallen but
 ill die befor she beleaves she isnt importent
and to that i raise her high above trees and seas into the clouds of love.
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A Narrow Road
 
i set out on a narrow road many years ago
i was trying to find something i chould keep
i met many a person all were wise and kind
and in the darkness i saw you
you took my hand becase youve been there and you understand
i set out on a narrow road many a moon ago
i past rivers and mountians
i crossed leagues and toppled those who apposed me
i finnaly set foot apone a goddess's sacred ground
i was met with a hooded figure who led me to a great tomb
she let me in and there i found. an ace i chould keep
i set back out on my narrow road and i found the love to be mine
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A New Type Of A Mother's Love
 
skin the color of pale moon light
 eyes of deep and unquistionable knowldge
voice of the caring and the firm and the strict all at once!
 fingers unadorned what simplicity!
she walks this world with humans and demons alike
 a fallen of grace she was.
but graced she be to me
 as i now know another type of a mother's love
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A Poem For My Dear Friend Kiril
 
his fur is like a starless night
 his are are like burning coals
    a single moon appon his chest
       when did it rise?
          he is loyal an loving
              he will never yeild for what he beleaves to be right or wrong
                  he be my friend and companion
                      a cat he be at best
                         but in all my years i have yet to meet
                            an animal or human or person quite like him!
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A Vampires Desire
 
behind these golden eyes there is a secret i must hide
 but why cant i see into your hearts mind?
you walk by as gentel as the wind
 but as strong as a rivers bind
in the darkness i was alone
 you wraped me in your arms and warmed me to the bone
i had said i didnt have a heart
  and you said you cant stand us being apart
you are the light in my dark
   i am the dark spot ind your light
with out you i am nothing
   and i live to be there and protect you
you look at me now and you let out a coo
  behind my golden hazle eyes i have many secrets to hide
but behind your deep brown eyes. you have found all the secrets
  that i can never hide
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A Vampiric's Lust
 
eyes the color of gold
there is a story that must be told
   a passionate soul that is true
could i be the one for you?
    within the darkness of night there is a secret i must hide
could you be the holder of my pride?
     through the paleness of life,
you will never let me bring down my knife
     with you buy my side i may never die
because i make you form a gentle sigh...
      you tell me i have no strife
but what is the point of immortality if you deny your self the simple pleasures in
life
       the immortality i declare is not the answer so beware
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Bleeding....Internily
 
doctors took a look inside
  to see what they could find
    but all they found was injured pride
you stay thear layn on the table
  theres no blood but your still bleeding
    internaly
you said you were ill
  but you did this of  your own will
     they said you were fine but disturbed
but when we put you in
  they rejected you;
    saying thear was nothing wrong
your tired, lossen so much sleep
  you lay thear on the table
     i see no blood but your still bleeding
internaly..............
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Choices
 
What will you do
	There is a way out for her
But will you kill her?
	Even if you can make her live
Even if she hates you after
	Can you go on with your choice?
	What will you do?
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Curently Untitled
 
dont give up
  giving up is never the answer
immortality is never that importante
  you must die to live forever
the price of immortality is always high
  for to gain somting of value
you must give something of equil or more value to you
  so what are you willing to give?
immortality is never the same as mortality
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Fenaris
 
there is some people like me who are a bit like fenaris in there on way
      and who am i to not regard them
becouse of it
but there were and will be people who are fenaris no matter what they do or how
they do it
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Fire And Ice [1]
 
Some say the world will end in fire,
Some say in ice.
From what I've tasted of desire
I hold with those who favor fire.
But if it had to perish twice,
I think I know enough of hate
To say that for destruction ice
Is also great
And would suffice.
 
Robert Frost
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Fire And Ice [2]
 
fire as the end of the world is not imposebol but not likely ither because it will
never truly end
but i say if i had to live over and over and die forever
then i say it would be posebol if i had died in ice for then i can be cloned and still
remain even after i have died
but backt to the task
how do we stop the world from ending when it finnly stops spinning?
i say that the would would never truly end thus eternity shall take its toll on one
and every one as well as me
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I Can Still Feel You
 
you said you loved me
 then you said its over
and you left me with out the missing link
 you said it wasnt me it was you
but how much do you know for sure
 you left me alone in the dark
i miss you  now and then when im alone by myself on an empty bed
 i can still hear your heat beat and the songs you sung to me
well what do you think of me now im surviving while you are getting hurt
 we used to say it would last forever and time beond
i can still see your reflection in me cup of blood
 going on with out you isnt easy but im doing it
becouse of you im emotionless
 because of you im still by my self
what do you think of your handy work you managed to make me a nobody and
put me down
 you are the missing peace of my heart
but thanks to you i finally have a place to die in my heart
 i can still feel you all by myself in a courded room on my emptie bed
i cant love you  or hate you any more
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In A World With Out You
 
in this crowded pace my wrists
    are wraped in crimson lace
a thin peice of metal some how loged in the lace,
     it was you who drove me to this end
no mater what thear wont be any im sorry's or it'll be ok's
my own life is a living night-mare in this hell hole known  as a home
      you anger and sadden me.
you told me 'my darlin with out you im nothen' you tought me to look in your
eyes and feed me your sweet lies.
   for forty days and forty nights
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Just Look
 
have you ever realy taken a look around?
 
  i mean realy taken a look around
 
did you know there are more shadows during the day than there are at night?
 
  look around you look beyond you could make an unbreakable bond
 
the world around you is not what it seems
 
  the natural world at day is falling apart at the seams....
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Light And Dark
 
dark and light?
  the two are tottal polar oppisits yet some how they both seem to level one
another out?
  every one sayes. the day is your friend....but i must disagree for i was taught
there is more truth in the veild cloak of night than in the shadowed light of day.
  yet at the same time one can always find hope in the dark as well as they some
times find their doom in the light.
  so i reasion it stands to say. dark dose not always equate to bad just as light
dose not always equate to good
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Lost Friends
 
i came to you with scars on my wrist and i said i want this to be the last time
feeling like this.
       i handed you the knife and i asked you to take my life but instead you
simply put the knife down and made me lie in your lap
you petted me like you used to do when we were young and just met
       i lie there and cry and you say comforting things to me to calm me down
but now your gone and i cant find another and its time for me to say good bye
         so i lie in bed staring up at the ceiling and i take the kife and plundge it
into my bed side table and i take out the razor and make a long cut on my vein.
           you are lost and dead but i live on as the immortal you always said i was
i cut a design into my wrists and let the blood flow onto the floor and then i cut
the left vein and i join you in heaven my last words are
             'this is the last time feeling like this.....this is the last time you and i will
be apart..........this is the last time they will see me breathing.'
 
Aubrey Silver
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Lost In The Darkness
 
lost in the darness
i search for the light
 i am a vampire
  i have no one to stand beside me
   i am a shadow of my former self
    i am lost in the darkness
     i search for the light
      a witherd rose turned black by time of age
        i am locked in a cage
         i am down on my knees beging you please
          i am searching for the light
           i am sitting in my cage waithing for time to claim me
            i am lost in the darkness
             i have lost my love
              i wish to end my life
               i now bid you adue
                good bye
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Moon And Stars
 
deep in the darkness there is a light
      even for a vampire
light is ayour friend and family
       t he people that care for you
light is the person you care for
       deep in the darkness of the night
what causes the light?
        stares and moon
will be here soon
         when the clouds are red
so be for warned that blood may have been poored
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My Love Of Life
 
we life and die.
  we fight to survive
its all we can do
you give us no way to help our selves
we live the shadows
  we have no home
i have found a life
i hav found love
my life my world and my heart how ever old it be belongs to her
   she is my world and i love her
she is my goddess and i her pawn but i love her and she loves me.
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My Past
 
people say the would is good
        but if you think it was easery back when i was realy a chiled for at that
point there were no technology
        but i think now that with out this technology i would not be able ot publish
my poems would i?
         but i miss my old frinds to maya kie and lucia all were good fox demons
and if not for them i would not have the black furred red eye fox fenires as i do
now...
 
 
im so sorry if i misspelled the fox's name i could quite recall how to spell it
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Poem For Mother
 
mother you are great with every little thing you do
i'm amazed by you
you are stern but loving
you pull me out of the hole when i am falling
we maynot be biological family but we are just as close
you make me better with every medical dose
i may not show it but i want you to know it
i love you with every beat of my heart
you have thought of me as a mistake, a dissaster, and even a nightmare at times
i happily bring you more limes
you are nintails and i the vulpix
youve gained my many licks.
i love you mom and now you know it
i like the things you do
mom i'm amazed by you.
 
Aubrey Silver
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Quistions With Out Answers
 
can you go on?
	Living in a world with out her?
Why must you suffer?
	You have seen the light
Haven’t you?
	You can survive…
But the quiston remains.
	Will you survive?
 
Aubrey Silver
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Rescue
 
you call for help
  we hear your call
you cry
  we will be thear to lend a hand
rescue
 we are going t set you free
ill rescue you and if i do you have to rescue me
remember when you were tumbing down and your spirts had fallen
we heard your call and were on our way, we got thear in a hurry
   when you were lost we never stoped looking
so when you say that no one cares think of when you were lost
  we never rested untill you were safe
friends for now and forever
   we will always be thear
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Shattered Mirrors
 
cold as winter; strong as stone;
they faced the darkness all alone;
All silver gods goddess's; a reflection.
a mirage; a recolllection.
No return; no turning back;
the past has gone, the future is black
serpents gather in their nests, and she stands above all the rest
the shadows hunt; they hunt the shadows
the moon has risen; they stand below
they view there world through the eyes of others
black and white; there are no colors
as they look down upon there shatterd youth's
a shattered mirror shows the shattered truth.
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She Is Mine
 
the love of a life is the one you will spend your time with
the love of your time is the one you will love forever
the one you spend you life with is importent
the most importent gifts to her are the hand made trinkits from the heart
this is what true love is
true love is love and gifts from the heart gifts you make becouse           
they are the ones that make the most impresson
do you have true love or is she just one of the so what ones that you see so
offten these days
my true love is the girl i would jump infront of a bullet for she is the one i want
to spent the rest of my long life with her
she is my life, my world, my every thing
she is.............mine
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The Black Fox Of Legends
 
it was a long and bright night
 and not a soul chould be seen on the streets or on the side walks
    but past the city limits was the enchanted wood one soul walked
       i came from its hole and any mear mortal whould have cryed devil
         it rose sleeply from its hollowed den. its task soon to be at hand
            it set out about 4 feet then as it reached the city it stood on 2
               it strode past a house. the house child watching tv as it went.
                 the child saw its fur was the color of a starless night
                   the child began to scream and it turned its head
                     its eyes were like burning coals. it passed and went on
                       it reached the park when it went back to 4 feet
                         it then lied on the grass and went to sleep
                           its task now complete for word travels fast
                             now the all shall know the legends to be true
                                there are those that go bump in the night
                                   but there is no one left to bump back
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The Feeling Of Feelings
 
one
  i have to get ready
two
  need to be prepared
three
 hear is comes
four
 you kiss me
and finaly
  your kiss is so sweet and tendor
your arms are so loveing
  when we kiss i know
my hands reach for the moon
   when we kiss my heart starts racing
cant you hear my heart beat fast i want this to last
  my heart is punding now and every time we touch.....
i will love you my dear for now and for eternity
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The Light In The Night
 
do you see that there? do you see that light?
 
  in the darkness there is always a light just like if you have suicidal tendinchies
there is always some one there for you
 
  there is alway a light in the night no matter how far astray you are
just know that people will help you no matter wat you just have to ask
  and so i ask you do you see that light?
 
i have and i follow that light around every corner of the would of night...
 
Aubrey Silver
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The Light Of The Age
 
People never truly see their demise thy simply se death and death is never the
end
     If I had to have death more than once I would be an extremely old vampire
would I not
     however I’m a mere 70,000 that to a human such as he/she that is reading
would be old but truth be told it is the equivalent to age of 7-8 and because of
this I live on...
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The Mighty Will Rise Again
 
the sun shine is so bright,
     i can see the light.
in the night i am not cold,
  there is a story that must be told!
high above the world they stand above the rest
      piling their plates hight on the fest.
abused and wronged childern look on their shatterd yuth
            a shatterd mirror shows a shatterd truth.
they were worriors once of legend and myth
       now with their rusted blades and spears they show us a history
the world has ended befor
    when come their times return the gods and goddesses of yore.
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The Moon Is Bright
 
the moon is bright
the night is right
may all my dreams take flight tonight
i have shead my tear's
and sown up my teares
i strap on my fatal wears
im going out to night to see what i can find
im ignoring the calls of my kind
the moon is bright
the stars are shining to night
there will be blood shead on my call of right
im going on a hunt tonight
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The Paths To Choose
 
it seems i can never do enough
 i seems i can never do the right thing
what ever i do is never good enough for them
 no matter what i do or say they never never let me live my life
i am sick of staying in the dark and letting them pretend i dont exist
 it asl ways seems like im the one that is off to the side
i have two roads befor me one leading to heaven of which im a fallen
  the other leading to the place of my birth and the place of my demise
the one to heaven looks so so inviting as i have reached redemption
 the other one looks so evil but which one shall i choose?
i have finaly seen the light and i have mad my choice this is for you
   lets hope i have mad the right choice to go to heaven again shall we?
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The Problem To Fix
 
in the light of the night right befor the dawn you are always there for me
in the darkness i hear your whispers in the dark
no matter what you say or do baby im in love with you
how the hell did we end up like this
im so sick of saying the same thing over and over again
how do we solve this mess
what do we do with out selves
how do we find the love that we have lost
baby please come back to me
im not the same man i was befor
im here on my knees beggin you please baby please
lets just be us again.
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The Pure Auras
 
the auras of legend are un-blemished silver and gold.
one for the sun the other for the moon.
one with the power to save the world
 the other has the potential to distroy it.
learn all the magicks they must
 else the steel of their armies blades will rust
one a boy the other a girl
  they are the twins of legend and they well save all humanity
beyond this relm and the many shadow-realms
  the warroirs of danu talis are on the lossing side the side of the humani. but we
would rather die then lie down our blades for the dark elders.
 we are the defenders some of us of the great elders the elders that came befor
the 1st generation and the second generations
  we have lost the battle so far but we will not lose the war! ! ! ! ! ! !
let the world live again and let those humani help those who are trying to save
them
  we had rulled the world befor but now the humani must have their time
the dark elders have awakend a sleeping dragon.
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The Rose
 
A rose the color of gold
               There are things that have not been told
They stand above the rest nothing more and nothing less
	They gaze at a shattered youth,
A shattered mirror always shows a shattered truth.
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The Vampiric Flame Of Life
 
There us always a question,
	That has to be answered no matter what,
Most say there is no question but,
	The question is; how can we all live and die?
The answer is of course the eternal flame,
	Though it provides light
There are shadows across the mind,
	Thus we all have a shadowed mind;
Until the final hour when life is at its peak
	The flame goes out and lice among the living is lost for ever
You may die but as long as the soul still wonders you can never truly “die”
	Because there is still that little flame struggling to stay alive
And until that flame goes out life will never cease because
	That little flame is the vampiric flame
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Twins
 
eyes the color of polished silver
 one whould say the 2 are a mirror
they both talk and act as one
 what one starts the other finishes
they are the two that are one and the one that are two
 they stand high above the rest looking down at their shattered youth
the know the truth
 for they have seen the shattered mirrors
and the know that a shattered mirror tells more than a shattered truth
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Uanswered Quistions
 
death.
it comes to us all
death 
it comes in any way shape and form
why?
why dose it happen to the best of people?
why?
do they have to go? or can i go in their place?
why?
why must i be immortal?
immortality
what is it?
immortality
why is it only for those who want to find it?
why?
what is the point in being immortal?
whats the use?
whats the point of being immortal if you lose that wich you love?
what is the point?
what is the point of it if you must beforgotten?
who?
who is there that knows the answers?
where?
where is the one with all the answers?
when?
when will he tell us what the point or meaning is?
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Visuals
 
some say that you can not learn by watching tv
 othoers say you can only learn in school and from books and an IV
   i say 'how do you think i have learnd how to fight'
you say if you may that im not wright
  may i say you have a way to learn that is diffrent from mine
      but how do you dine
may you say that you have a easier way to learn from me
   lets go sit under a tree
lets learn some science and find something to burn! ! !
we both say we have a way to learn.............
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What Are Feelings?
 
Loneliness
	This is the time when you feel bad
Exile
	You can’t go back
Depression
	This must not go on
Love
	Is the way out?
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What Dose It All Truly Mean Or Matter?
 
full breed, half breed, new breed, old breed!
 whats the difference?
   human and animal?
     how can we make that dostinction?
       old blood, new blood, hot blood, cold blood?
          why dose it matter?
             in the end we will find none of this matters to the gods
               goddess, god, who are they?
                  in the veary end as we die. we find
                    we are our own god's or goddess's we choose our lives.
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What Is Truth
 
In the light of day there are secrets in the shadows
  In the dark of night there is nothing but truth
In the water at night there are secrets
  In the water at day is not but truth all around
Can you make sence of the lies of a life you left behind?
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Whats The Meaning Of It All
 
we all live and we all die. but who knows what becomes of what is left behind as
we leave this world for a new world and maybe a second chance?
you can tell me there is a god or goddess.
you can tell me there is a satin or a she-devil
you speak of heaven and hell as though you have seen them with your own two
eyes even!
but i ask you. how you do know that when you die your self how do you know
your leaving wont damgage you family enough to make them join you early? how
do you know the mememory of your passing wont be too much to bare for them
and they leave your home and it gets taken by nature?
in the end its all ways the same. you die...
wise people once said 'i bleed there fore i can be killed'
so when push comes to shuve how do you know that we all arent just dust in the
wind?
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With Out You
 
i can still see you in my mind
i can still hear your voice in my heart
i can't stop my dreams of you
i wish I'd never left you or you me
i open my clenched hands and see the small steel tag id made
i look at the name and read it aloud.
its the name i made my own pet name when id met you
i can still see you in my mind
i can still feel your touch on my skin
i can still smell your blood in my empty room
i cant stop your memorie or the way i know i need you
but i can stop killing my self over it
there is only one way to do that though
and i know i say it every day but even then its still over used
i know how to say it but i don't know how to prove it
so i hope this helps to get the point trough
a tender kiss is what i will miss
i love you and dont ever go
with out you
my life can never flow
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